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ABSTRACT 

In complex sociotechnical systems, cognitive and social humans use 
technology to make sense of situations when making decisions. 
These elements make sociotechnical systems difficult to develop. A 
modelling and assessment methodology for systems engineering is 
required to understand the sociotechnical system’s behaviour and 
underlying structure. Modelling captures the dynamic interaction, as 
well as the effect of humans in a complex environment. Cognitive 
Work Analysis and System Dynamics are two complementary 
approaches applied in mutual support within this context. The 
objective of this paper is to demonstrate a modelling methodology 
for complex sociotechnical systems, in order to support the systems 
engineering process. 

OPSOMMING 

In komplekse sosio-tegniese stelsels, gebruik kognitiewe en sosiale 
mense tegnologie om situasies te verstaan en besluite te neem. 
Hierdie elemente maak sosio-tegniese stelsels moeilik om te 
ontwikkel. ’n Modellering en assessering metodologie vir 
stelselingenieurswese is nodig om die gedrag van die sosio-tegniese 
stelsel en onderliggende struktuur te verstaan. Modellering 
implementeer die dinamiese interaksie sowel as die effek van die 
mens in ’n komplekse omgewing. Kognitiewe werkanalise en Stelsel-
dinamika is twee aanvullende benaderings wat binne hierdie konteks 
toegepas is in wedersydse ondersteuning. Hierdie artikel 
demonstreer ’n modellering metodologie vir komplekse sosio-
tegniese stelsels om die stelselsingenieurswese proses te 
ondersteun. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of complex sociotechnical systems (STS) often consists of integrating new 
technology into existing systems through the application of systems engineering (SE) processes. 
Standard SE processes can struggle with complex STS, which exhibit dynamic behaviour as many 
unintended or unpredicted consequences may be experienced. The new artefact often leads to new 
task possibilities that evolve user requirements [1]. To overcome these difficulties, SE can apply 
modelling to explore structural, functional, and operational elements of the problem and solution 
space [2].  
 
STS theory, as developed by Trist [3], provides a framework for modelling and analysing complex 
systems. STS consists of humans applying technology to perform work through a process within a 
social structure (organisation) to achieve a defined objective [4,5]. Work can become complex due 
to dynamic interaction between the people themselves, between people and technology, and 
between people and the environment. 
 
The central aim of this paper is to demonstrate a modelling methodology for complex STS in support 
of the SE process. First, some background will be provided on the development of the modelling 
methodology before the model is demonstrated.  
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The modelling methodology combines cognitive work analysis (CWA) and system dynamics (SD) [6]. 
CWA analyses the way people perform work within environmental constraints to capture the 
structure of the problem in constructs or models [7]. However, CWA does not address the dynamic 
behaviour of the system [8]. SD uses the structure of the system to analyse, through simulation, the 
effect of feedback and delays on the operation of the system as a result of decisions based on 
policies [9]. The design science research (DSR) framework structures the modelling methodology 
[10]. 
 
The methodology will be demonstrated in a case study through modelling and analysing the impact 
of a new web-based collaboration technology on the situation awareness of patrollers and 
coordinators in a neighbourhood watch system that is part of a community policing forum (CPF). 

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The DSR approach was followed to develop the modelling methodology [6]. As seen in Figure 1, DSR 
is a framework for information system development through the creation of artefacts for a human 
purpose. The two basic activities in DSR methodologies are designing a novel and useful 
technological artefact for a specific purpose, and evaluating its utility [10-13]. In the context of this 
research, artefacts are regarded as something new that does not already exist in nature, to improve 
human capabilities. DSR aims to gain knowledge and experience in application of the artefact to 
solve a problem [14]. Note that the DSR framework is also used in the modelling methodology that 
is demonstrated in this paper. 
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Figure 1: Design science research (DSR) 

This paper addresses the final stages of the DSR framework, which is to evaluate the ability of the 
modelling methodology (the research artefact) to model the impact of a new technology 
(demonstration artefact) in a complex STS. The outputs of the modelling and simulation are 
compared with the findings of an empirical case study in order to demonstrate the utility of the 
modelling methodology in supporting learning about a complex STS that supports an SE approach. 
Specific concepts, such as abstraction decomposition hierarchy (ADH), will be explained in 
appropriate detail in Sections 3 and 4 where they are needed. 

3 MODELLING COMPLEX SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS (STS) 

3.1 Background 

This section describes a modelling approach to support an understanding of the effect that a new 
technology will have on human work in the system. The two modelling frameworks to be included 
in the methodology are CWA and SD; however, they are fundamentally different, and require a 
framework to enable an integrated approach. For this reason, the principles of DSR are applied [6]. 
 
A sociotechnical system (STS) consists of complex interaction between social humans and technical 
systems [5]. This was identified in the 1950s, when new technology did not always improve the 
efficiency and productivity of organisations [3]. System behaviour improvements cannot be expected 
when only inserting a new technology into a complex STS. STS theory highlights the importance of 
the joint optimisation of social and technical subsystems in an organisation in order to solve complex 
issues [4,11]. People work in organisations by making use of technological artefacts (tools, devices, 
and techniques) to achieve economic performance and job satisfaction, as seen in Bostrom and 
Heinen’s model in Figure 2 [4].  
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Figure 2: Sociotechnical system (STS) [4] 

The social subsystem consists of the organisational structure, which encompasses authority 
structures, reward systems, knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, and needs. The human (socio) and 
technical interaction can lead to unexpected, uncontrolled, unpredictable, and complex 
relationships. Because the STS is an open system and is susceptible to external inputs, it will be 
affected by the complex operating environment [5]. 
 
The term ‘complex’ is defined in the Merriam-Webster dictionary as “a whole made up of 
complicated or interrelated parts” that are intricately intertwined with a high level of 
interconnectivity. Complex system elements have non-linear interactions (including feedback loops 
with delays) that sometimes cause non-deterministic, emergent, unpredictable, and unexpected 
behaviour. Complexity may exist in simple systems due to dynamic context-dependent interactions 
and feedback. Methods to analyse and design STS for successful operation in a complex environment 
need to address the social, cognitive, and dynamic complexity in the system [7, 16-18]. 

3.2 Modelling in systems engineering (SE) 

SE aims to solve problems by developing systems through the application of systems thinking, which 
considers the interaction of elements within the context of the whole [2]. Modern complex STS tend 
to be developed through piecewise replacement of subsystems with new technology.  
 
SE uses modelling throughout the system’s lifecycle to describe selected aspects of structure, 
behaviour, operation, and environment, in order to gain insight into the problem. Experimentation 
with this knowledge investigates the dynamic and non-linear interaction of and within the system 
[19,20]. A model abstracts reality, simplifies complexity, considers constraints, and synthesises 
results. Models support multiple views with a balance between realism and simplicity for theoretical 
or empirical understanding [2,21-25]. 

3.3 Cognitive work analysis 

The modelling methodology considered in this paper starts with an analysis of the role of new 
technology in the complex STS. The theoretical roots for CWA are in systems thinking, adaptive 
control systems, and ecological psychology. CWA has been applied in systems analysis, modelling, 
and evaluation of complex STS such as command and control, aviation, and health care. It supports 
the formative development of ‘how work can be done’ instead of normative models (how the system 
should behave) or descriptive models (how the system is actually behaving). The CWA determines 
how the new technology can support existing system functions [7,26-28]. 
 
The five phases of CWA, as seen in Figure 3, include work domain analysis (WDA), control tasks 
analysis, strategies analysis, worker competency analysis, and social organisation and cooperation 
analysis [7,26-29]. The WDA elicits and presents information on the system from existing 
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documentation and expert users to understand the functional structure of the enterprise and the 
environmental effects on work. It identifies the goals of the cognitive system in a top-down 
approach. This is integrated with a bottom-up view of available physical resources for the human 
operators to achieve the goals of the system [26,27]. The other phases will not be discussed in this 
paper, but will be the focus of future research as experience in application modelling is gained. 
 
Despite its advantages, CWA does not support the development of a complete understanding of the 
system’s dynamic behaviour. CWA also tends to be used to analyse existing systems instead of 
designing revolutionary and novel systems, motivating the need for additional tools [8]. 
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Figure 3: Cognitive work analysis 

3.4 System dynamics 

SD uses systems thinking, qualitative modelling, and quantitative simulation to investigate the effect 
of feedback in social systems. System structure is the source of system behaviour, and consists of 
interlocking stocks, flows, and feedback loops. Causal loop diagrams and stock and flow diagrams 
present the process and information structure of the system. A causal loop diagram shows the causal 
influences between variables in order to identify the feedback structure of the dynamic system. 
Delays in feedback loops cause inertia in the system that may lead to dynamics and oscillations 
[9,30-32].  
 
Stock and flow diagrams show the structure of system processes, delays, and stocks. Stocks indicate 
the state of the system as a result of the history of changing flows that cause delays, inertia, and 
memory. The causal connection between the stock and the flow, due to decision rules, is important 
for understanding the behaviour of the system. Observing system behaviour over a long time leads 
to dynamic behaviour patterns that support learning about the underlying structure [9,31]. 

3.5 Complex STS modelling methodology 

Effective modelling and assessment that addresses human work with the technical system in a 
complex environment will support the development of complex STS [2,5]. The modelling 
methodology presented in Figure 4 integrates the theory on WDA and SD, using the steps of the DSR 
framework [6]. Implementation of DSR for the overall research methodology should not be confused 
with similar steps of DSR implemented in the modelling methodology. WDA and SD are two 
fundamentally different methodologies that need integration through a framework to support 
modelling and learning.  
 
First, the problem to be solved (technology push or pull) is identified and defined. In the second 
step of the modelling methodology, the WDA is used to analyse and present information on the 
system that is available from documents and users (focus groups) in constructs [6]. The WDA employs 
an abstraction decomposition hierarchy to make the links between elements of the new technology 
and the higher-level system functions. The success of the functional purpose depends on the values 
and priority measures of the system as achieved through the purpose-related functions that are 
performed by people, using the physical objects with object-related functions [26]. 
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Figure 4: Modelling methodology 

The next step is to develop the conceptual system models that represent the structure and behaviour 
of the complex STS. Since SD does not necessarily focus on human processes, the inputs of the CWA 
are crucial in modelling the problem. The SD modelling process develops a causal loop diagram and 
stock and flow diagram, which are used to understand the effect of the new technology on complex 
STS behaviour. The purpose of SD is not to predict system behaviour, but to understand the effects 
of certain causes of possible system behaviour.  
 
The SD simulation outputs are reviewed with stakeholders for possible model improvements to 
facilitate learning. If required, the concept system models can be updated for another iteration of 
learning through simulations. The outputs of this combined modelling approach support the planning 
of experiments, and guide the analysis of recorded data [6]. In the next section, the methodology 
presented here is demonstrated on a coordination technology for community security. 

4 COMPLEX SOCIOTECHNICAL MODELLING CASE STUDY 

4.1 Background 

This section will demonstrate the ability of the modelling methodology presented in the previous 
section by using an empirical case study of the effect of a web-based technology on situation 
awareness for community security. A CPF consists of community and police representatives who 
address safety problems in the community. The focus of the CPF is crime prevention and community 
policing. Community policing is a policy and strategy for the proactive use of community resources 
to achieve more effective and efficient crime control and to change crime-causing conditions [33]. 
 
Residents’ associations and neighbourhood watches participate in the CPF to help enhance their own 
safety. Patrols act as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the police to report incidents, suspicious persons, or 
potential crime scenes, without getting involved. Suitable technology is required to capture and 
distribute information on incidents and suspicious behaviour reported by the patrollers [33,34]. This 
can be viewed as a complex STS because it consists of humans interacting with each other in small 
diverse teams using processes, structure, and technology.  
 
The goal of the web-based collaboration technology is to enhance situation awareness and decision 
support. It uses any communication network through commercial Android smart phones to capture 
and distribute information. The typical capabilities through installed software applications are 
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tracking of own forces, incident capture, chat and coordination, situation awareness picture, and 
information analysis. The next sub-sections demonstrate the methodology presented in Figure 4 that 
was used for this case study. 

4.2 Identify the problem 

Limited information and crime intelligence hinders effective CPFs and neighbourhood watches. The 
current radio-based voice and paper-based reporting system is not very effective, because only a 
few incidents are captured and they are not managed [33,34]. Even though some CPFs apply social 
media tools such as Facebook and WhatsApp, they have disparate capabilities and are not integrated. 
Patrollers tend to go about their routine business without considering the longer-term requirements 
for information.  
 
The aim of the proposed technology is to gather and distribute information for effective situation 
awareness and patrol coordination. Information and intelligence have to support the situation 
awareness of coordinators and patrollers. Although the expectation is that the new technology will 
improve the CPF as complex STS, it is not clear what the resulting behaviour of the system will be.  

4.3 Define objectives and contribution of the solution artefact 

An exploratory focus group led by the first author of this paper, together with the technology 
development team and CPF members, determined the current problems experienced and possible 
improvements to the system. The research outputs of the focus group were the functions and 
processes executed within the constraints of the current system. This information was captured in 
an abstraction decomposition hierarchy (ADH) [26], as seen in Figure 5. 
 
The yellow blocks indicate the elements and functions of the system with the current technology, 
while the blue blocks highlight the contribution of the new technology. The white blocks are 
elements that are identified but not supported by the current or new technology.  
 
The functional purpose of neighbourhood watch is to make the neighbourhood safe for its citizens 
by coordinating the patrollers (volunteer residents), initiating responses from the police to 
incidents, and generating crime intelligence. The success of these functions depends on the values 
and priority measures of the system, which enables the neighbourhood watch patrols to serve 
effectively as the eyes and ears of the police and the CPF. 
 
Since patrollers are citizen volunteers with limited training, their safety during patrols is essential. 
The situation awareness of the patrollers and coordinators, through the optimised use of the 
available information for collaboration and synchronisation, affects the effectiveness of the CPF.  
 
The purpose-related functions of the whole system are reporting observations (capturing 
information) and analysing them to support sense-making and situation awareness. These are done 
to identify incidents and to make decisions about immediate (tactical) action or later attention 
(operational or strategic). The exchange of information facilitates synchronisation, coordination, 
and collaboration between patrollers and coordinators.   
 
The current physical objects for the neighbourhood watch patrols consist mainly of radios for verbal 
communication, which can be supported by paper reports. The new technology makes many more 
object-related functions available in support of purpose-related functions.  
 
The lines between the blocks indicate a means-to-ends relationship, and are interpreted from the 
bottom up. The thick lines indicate the current capability, with the thin lines indicating the possible 
contributions of the technology to the system. The relationships indicate which higher level blocks 
are supported by which lower level elements. These relationships support development of the causal 
loop models and the stock and flow diagrams. 
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Figure 5: Work domain analysis for the neighbourhood watch
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4.4 Design and develop the artefact 

This step develops models of the system’s structure, operation, and behaviour. The ADH output 
helps users to understand the relationship between the functions in order to compile a conceptual 
functional flow diagram, as seen in Figure 6. The same colour coding is used as in Figure 5. The 
purpose-related functions provide the work functions performed by people.  
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Figure 6: Functional flow model 

Patrollers report information on incidents in the neighbourhood over the radio or cellular network. 
The coordinator intercepts these messages and records them in an incidents book. The incident 
information is used to respond immediately or to plan future actions. The new technology supports 
the automated capturing and integrating of more sensors into the information database.  
 
The ability to structure and filter the available information also enables information analysis for an 
improved situation awareness picture. Information can be disseminated to more participants in 
digital format in order to support collaboration and synchronisation during the planning of 
operations. Due to the web-based architecture, each person with network (cellular) connectivity 
has access to the situation awareness picture and can capture additional information. 

4.5 Causal loop diagram 

The dynamic hypothesis to guide the SD modelling and analysis in this research is that the new 
technology will improve the coordination of patrols through disseminating information in support of 
a shared situation awareness. The models developed in the previous section of this paper are now 
used to identify the important variables in the system and the causal loops between them.  
 
The causal loop diagram in Figure 7 was constructed from the models and constructs in the preceding 
sections of this paper. These constructs support identifying important variables in the system and 
the causal loops between them. The relationships between the lower levels of the ADH are used to 
identify possible causal links, while the higher levels of the ADH are used to understand the 
relationships. The functional models also indicate how the (feedback) loops connect. 
 
Care must be exercised in order not to make the model overly complex at this initial stage, as this 
will diminish its usefulness in supporting the stakeholders’ understanding. As the reader may notice, 
the naming convention of variables between the constructs and models may seem inconsistent. Each 
step of the modelling methodology aims to gain an understanding of the system and its 
implementation of technology to proceed to the next modelling phase. The ADH links functions and 
physical objects, the functional flow diagram links the functions into a process, and the CLD  
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Figure 7: Neighbourhood watch’s causal loop diagram 

identifies variables and their interaction. A slight difference in the naming of the elements does not 
reduce the accuracy of the models, but rather improves the understanding of the different 
stakeholders. 
 
Information on incidents and the location of the patrollers increases situation awareness in the 
system. This is achieved through proper information exchange interfaces. The main loops identified 
in the reference CLD are the Safety Loop (Reinforcing Loop R1), Patroller Awareness Loop 
(Reinforcing Loop R2), Complexity Loop (Reinforcing Loop R3), and Criminality Reduction Loop 
(Balancing Loop B4). The Collaboration Loop (Reinforcing Loop R5) is the focus of the analysis in this 
paper. The new technology distributes the situation awareness to all participants to improve the 
deployment of assets in response to an incident. This shared situation awareness of the crime 
situation enables coordination of patroller actions. 
 

4.6 Stock and flow diagram 

The causal loop diagram (Figure 7), WDA (Figure 5), and Functional Flow Model (Figure 6) support 
the development of a stock and flow diagram, as seen in Figure 8. This model is eventually used to 
simulate the impact of the new technology on the dynamic behaviour of the whole system. The stock 
that flows through the model in this case study is ‘information’. Information is gathered, distributed, 
processed, and displayed to support planning and decision-making. Variables are added to represent 
the external environment. The variable of ‘situation awareness’ is not included in this diagram, as 
it is assumed to relate closely to the amount of information available.  
 
Criminal action leads to information on crime incidents, most of which are reported to the police. 
These are reported to the CPF after a time delay. The other source of information is suspicious 
activity reported by patrols. The value of information for effective action decays over time. The 
available CPF information leads to coordinator and patroller awareness in support of initiating a 
reaction from the police or planning pre-emptive operations. These are aimed at preventing criminal 
activity. The new technology variable included in the model is the effect of collaboration. 
Collaboration enhances the availability and use of information to support the awareness of the patrol 
coordinators and CPF management. 
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Figure 8: Neighbourhood watch’s stock and flow diagram 

4.7 Demonstrate the artefact 

SD simulations with the stock and flow diagram from Figure 8 are used to analyse the effect of the 
new technology on system behaviour. Despite the many aspects available in the neighbourhood 
watch system to investigate, these SD simulations centred on the impact of the collaboration 
technology on the success of the overall system. Collaboration is implemented as a dimensionless 
constant that indicates the presence or absence of collaboration. The collaboration capability 
enables more information to be reported in support of the patrollers’ situation awareness, as well 
as for information to be distributed for better coordination during patrols. The simulations are used 
to determine whether the causal loop and stock and flow models replicate observed real-world 
behaviour, and to identify leverage points. The simulation results for the first two days are shown 
as the output stabilises thereafter. 
 
Information in support of crime prevention operations consists mainly of reported suspicious 
behaviour and actual incidents that are reported to the police, as seen in Figure 9. The reporting of 
suspicious activities is dependent on the effectiveness of the patrols, and is influenced by the level 
of safety experienced. The actual crime-related incidents that occur take longer to report due to 
the police’s bureaucratic processes. Collaboration increases the ability of various participants to 
contribute to the gathering and instantaneous reporting of information. The oscillations during the 
initial stages are due to the delays in the feedback loops of the model. However, with increased 
system effectiveness, the number of incidents will decrease, causing less information to be 
available. This presents counterintuitive behaviour in the system due to the new technology. 
 
The ability of coordinators to address criminal behaviour is affected by the amount of information 
available for situation awareness, planning, and decision-making. Collaboration assists the different 
resources to effectively reach the scene and take action on the incident through shared situation 
awareness. The effect of collaboration on situation awareness in order to address different incidents 
is shown in Figure 10. More incidents can be addressed given available or even limited information. 
This means that collaboration enhances the ability to use the available information fully. The S-
shaped growth with overshoot mode oscillations during the initial stages is due to the delays in the 
feedback loops of the model [9,31]. 
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Figure 9: Available information Figure 10: Coordinator awareness 

4.8 Evaluate the artefact 

Background 
The final evaluation of the modelling methodology is an empirical case study. This was done as an 
initial exploratory evaluation of the artefact and SD models [30,31].The aim of the case study is to 
evaluate the ability of the modelling methodology to support an understanding of the effect of a 
new technology on a complex STS. This was achieved by implementing a new technology in an 
existing CPF (located in Pretoria, South Africa) to determine whether the developed models provided 
insight into the observed behaviour. 
 
The main unit of analysis is the situation awareness developed from information captured during 
patrols and from other sources. Empirical data on situation awareness were captured from 
neighbourhood watch patrollers and coordinators through structured interviews with questionnaires 
before and after introducing the new technology. The models, constructs, and simulations developed 
through the modelling process identified the characteristics to be addressed in the interviews.  
 
The situation awareness rating technique (SART) was used in this case study to measure the 
difference in situation awareness with and without the new technology. Taylor [38] developed and 
demonstrated the SART for situation awareness measurements of pilots. The SART measures general 
situation awareness constructs on a 7-point Likert scale, and relies on the system operators’ 
understanding of the situation when making decisions. This understanding is often conscious, 
explicit, and quantifiable. This situation awareness measurement is useful for both field and 
laboratory settings [37,38]. The questionnaire addresses the demand on attentional resources 
(instability, complexity, and variability of the situation), supply of attentional resources (arousal, 
concentration, division of attention, and spare mental capacity) and understanding of the situation 
provided (familiarity and information quantity and quality). The overall situation awareness rating 
or score is calculated by the following equation [38]: 
 

Situation awareness = Understanding – (Demand – Supply) 
 
The SART questionnaires were completed by 14 coordinators and 20 patrollers who participated in 
the case study before and after using the technology. The technology was used for a shift of two 
hours before completing the second questionnaire. The SART results, which were captured before 
and after introducing the new technology, were analysed in terms of the three main variables 
(demand, supply, and understanding), as well as the resulting calculated situation awareness. A Chi 
squared test (χ²) was used to test the sample distribution for the case when the null hypothesis is 
true, and to test the association between two variables. 
 
Box and whisker plots were used to present and interpret the recorded data because they enable 
the researcher to reason about information in complex tables. These plots provide an exploratory 
analysis of patterns regarding the shape, variability, and median of a statistical dataset through a 
graphical summary. The metrics include the median, quartiles, and the lowest and highest data 
points to present the symmetry, spread, and level of a distribution of data values [39].  
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Patrollers 
The distributions of the data on the different SART variable categories for the patrollers are 
presented in the box and whisker plots in Figure 11. The variables for demand and supply are 
constant, while understanding showed a slight increase. The technology provides the patrollers 
access to the available information through a web browser on a smart phone. The quality of 
contextual information about the incidents is increased through the smart phone capability, 
compared with that of radio messages. The calculated situation awareness indicates a marginal 
increase due to the information on incidents, and tracks the CPF that is available in the smart phone. 
 

 

Figure 11: SART results for patrollers 

The SART evaluation of the technology use by patrollers does not provide a conclusive motivation 
for widespread implementation of the new technology. From the empirical data analysis, it can be 
deduced that, to have improved situation awareness, the patrollers do not require a smart phone 
with a situation picture in the vehicle while driving. They are active for only two hours, and need 
eyes on the road to detect suspicious behaviour or other incidents. The smart phones do, however, 
enable them to capture and distribute information for the coordinators to apply. 
Coordinators 
The distributions of the data on the different SART variable categories for the coordinators are 
presented in the box and whisker plots in Figure 12. The variable of ‘demand’ remained constant 
because the technology does not affect the complexity of the environment. The ‘supply’ category 
for coordinators also did not improve. Despite having access to information, it did not affect the 
coordinators’ level of alertness, concentration, attention, or demands on mental capacity. The 
graphical display of incidents and contextual information also reduced the load on their 
concentration when interpreting incidents.  
 

 

Figure 12: SART results for coordinators 
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However, the ‘understand’ category considers the available information in support of coordinator 
situation awareness. In contrast with the first two sets of variables, it shows a clear increase. The 
technology gives the coordinators access to the available information, both past and present, 
through the web-based portal. The calculated situation awareness indicates a clear increase due to 
the information that is available to the coordinators. The SART evaluation of the coordinators does 
support a widespread implementation of the new technology. Even in the same scenario, the 
operators and patrollers have different roles. The slightly different requirement for information and 
situation awareness on the part of the coordinators makes the new technology much more useful for 
them. 

4.9 Discussion of results 

The purpose of modelling the technology in a complex STS is to gain an understanding of its impact 
on the system’s behaviour. The process of modelling, simulation, and field experimentation enabled 
learning about the problem space and the impact of the solution. This supports identifying key 
aspects to capture in the requirements for implementing and operating the system. 
 
The models of the system and technology implementation are not perfect representations of the 
system and its influence on the environment, but can still be used to learn about the influence of 
the variables on system behaviour. Effective collaboration between the patrollers, shift 
coordinators, and the control room will increase the amount of information captured. With the new 
technology, more information on incidents can be recorded for input into the CPF system. The 
increase in information will improve situation awareness and the resulting decisions of coordinators. 
According to the SD simulation results, the increase of information should result in a decrease of 
criminal incidents. 
 
The steady state of the coordinator situation awareness in Figure 9 is higher than without the 
technology, which relates to the empirical evidence in Figure 11. The steady state is achieved only 
after three days, as the users of the system first have to learn how to use the technology. This is 
complicated by delays in the system that result in oscillations of situation awareness during the 
initial stages of the implementation. This may cause the coordinators to lose faith in the technology, 
and thus hamper its acceptance in the STS.  
As CPF operations become more effective, there could also be less information available from actual 
incidents for planning further operations. This effect in the system is somewhat counterintuitive, 
and highlights the need to consider using less available information more effectively.  

5 CONCLUSION 

Effective modelling and analysis can support the development of a complex STS. This is important 
where humans use technology for decision support and communication, in order to make sense of a 
situation in support of coordinating actions. Modelling supports experimentation to improve the 
understanding of system requirements. Modelling also needs to capture the human contribution to 
the system’s success, as well as the dynamic interaction due to environmental constraints and 
system operation. Focusing only on the specific technology to be implemented may exclude 
important aspects that are required for successful project completion.  
 
This paper presents the culmination of research to develop a modelling methodology in support of 
complex STS development, which consists of the CWA and SD approaches. The DSR framework was 
used to develop this abstract artefact (modelling methodology). As part of the evaluation phase of 
DSR, the impact of a web-based collaboration technology on CPF was modelled and simulated.  
 
The simulation results were compared with data captured during an empirical field case study with 
the technology in an actual CPF. The modelled behaviour and simulation results compare well with 
the observed complex STS behaviour in terms of the situation awareness of system users. The field 
experiment demonstrated a clear gain in situation awareness for coordinators, but not for the 
patrollers. This can be explained by considering the patrollers' roles and priorities, and their way of 
carrying out their work. 
 
The successful conclusion of the case study as part of the DSR framework reinforces the utility of 
the methodology, which could also be used in other diverse applications of technology in complex 
STS. 
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